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Twelve years ago, Claridge Homes began
developing a neighbourhood on land
it acquired from the National Capital
Commission on the east side of LeBreton
Flats, next to the future Pimisi Station. Since
then, the site’s context has changed—many
more people are living in the heart of Ottawa,
existing destinations have been improved
and more are planned, and the Confederation
LRT Line will change how people move to and
through the city centre. Responding to these
significant changes, Claridge proposes to
complete the “East Flats” neighbourhood with
a series of distinctive mixed-use, high-rise
buildings, containing a mix of housing tenures
and community amenities, together with a
new city park along the historic aqueduct.
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Proposal Statistics
Total Number of Units
~ 1950

Pindigen Park

Summary of Proposal

This Planning Rationale and Design Brief describes how the next phase
of development on Claridge Homes’ lands will help achieve the City of
Ottawa’s objectives for creating a walkable, transit-oriented, affordable,
and complete community in LeBreton Flats. It has been prepared to
support a combined application to amend the City of Ottawa’s Official
Plan with respect to the Central Area Secondary Plan and to amend the
City of Ottawa Zoning By-law 2008-250. The Planning Rationale and
Design Brief includes the following:

The features of the proposed development include:

• A description of the subject site’s surroundings and how they set the
stage for the proposed development;

• A range of commercial uses in the building podiums, fronting streets
and open spaces, including a food store, restaurants and other basic
neighbourhood services;

Fleet Street Pumping Station
Future Park
Pindigen Park
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• Five mixed-use buildings ranging in height from 25 to 45 storeys;

• A description of the proposed master plan and development concept
for the East Flats;

Lett Street

Lloyd Street

• A significant component of affordable housing;

Pimisi Station

Booth Street

• A range of apartment sizes and tenures to accommodate households
of a range of compositions and incomes, including units suitable for
families with children;

Residential Floor Area
~143,500 sq.m.
~1,543,000 sq.ft.

Lett Street
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Lloyd Street

Claridge Homes proposes to construct five new buildings on its lands
known municipally as 301 Lett Street, 324 Lett Street, and 133 Booth
Street. As described further in this report, the proposed development,
referred to herein as “the East Flats”, will create a mixed-use, transitoriented neighbourhood nestled within a rich and diverse open space
system that includes a proposed new City park along the historic
aqueduct.

Fleet Street

Booth Street

LeBreton Flats represents an unprecedented opportunity to create entirely
new urban districts that extend and enrich the fabric of Downtown
Ottawa. These places will include federal institutions like the War
Museum, parkland owned by the National Capital Commission (NCC)
and other unique destinations but also new mixed-use neighbourhoods.
The first of these neighbourhoods is taking shape on lands purchased
from the NCC by Claridge Homes in 2005. The first phase of
development, comprising multiple residential buildings on two blocks, is
nearly completed.

Non-Residential Floor Area
~21,500 sq.m.
~229,250 sq.ft.
Total Gross Floor Area
~164,500 sq.m.
~1,772,000 sq.ft.

Subject Lands

Fleet Street Pumping Station
Future Park

• Opportunities for cultural and other institutional uses in the building
podiums to reinforce the area as a destination;

• A review of the applicable Ottawa Official Plan policies and an
analysis of how the proposed development conforms to key policies;

• A grid of local, shared streets as established in the approved plan of
subdivision for the site; and

• An assessment of how the proposal aligns with relevant objectives
and policies in the National Capital Commission’s Plan for Canada’s
Capital and Core Area Sector Plan;

• A signature new public park that celebrates the heritage of LeBreton
Flats and creates new pedestrian and cycling connections to the
Pimisi LRT Station on the Confederation Line.

• A summary of supporting technical studies; and

Pimisi Station
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• A planning opinion on the merits of the proposal.
Figure 1: Development Concept - Looking East-Southeast
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Figure 2: Development Concept - Plan View

Subject Lands
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Planning Process

Benefits to the City

An initial concept for the East Flats was presented to City staff at a PreApplication Consultation Meeting with City staff on October 12, 2016.
Meetings were also held with Councillors McKenney and Leiper for their
feedback. On January 9, 2017, Claridge’s planning team hosted a
public open house at the Bronson Centre to share the proposed plan
with the local community. Over 100 residents attended the open house,
with most expressing general support for the development concept,
particularly the proposed commercial uses in the building podiums and
the improvements to the public realm. On January 12, 2017, a preapplication presentation was made to the City of Ottawa Design Review
Panel. Panel members enquired about the potential impact of the tallest
tower, then proposed to be 55 storeys, on the current regulatory height
plane over downtown. Subsequently, a Views Study was undertaken,
and the proposed building heights were adjusted, with the tallest tower
reduced to 45 storeys. The revised concept was shared with City staff at
a second Pre-Application Consultation Meeting on May 10, 2017.

The concept for the East Flats has been developed to support the
following City of Ottawa and National Capital Commission (NCC)
objectives:
• Establish a mixed-use neighbourhood with a critical mass of residents
to support vitality across LeBreton Flats and the broader downtown
throughout the day, evening and week, and in all seasons;
• Optimize the investment in the Confederation Line and discourage
automobile usage;
• Help to establish the lands along the historic aqueduct as an open
space amenity and destination in conjunction with the creation of a
significant new multi-use City park;
• Highlight and celebrate the heritage of the aqueduct, the Fleet Street
Pumping Station and the broader LeBreton Flats landscape;
• Improve connections to destinations on LeBreton Flats and to the
broader riverfront for pedestrians and cyclists;

Summary of Proposed Official Plan and
Zoning By-Law Amendments

• Urbanize the east side of Booth Street to redefine its character and
make it more inviting and comfortable for pedestrians and cyclists;
and

An Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-Law Amendment are
needed to permit the heights and mix of uses sought in the proposed
development. The Official Plan Amendment is required to update the
maximum heights and land uses permitted as described in the Central
Area Secondary Plan. Specifically, Schedule Q (LeBreton Flats Land Use)
and Map 4 (LeBreton Flats Maximum Building Profile and Conceptual
Road Pattern) of the Central Area Secondary Plan are proposed to be
amended to respectively permit the uses and heights proposed. In all
other respects, the current planning and urban design policy framework
is aligned with the East Flats proposal.

• Enhance views to and along the riverfront, and of Ottawa’s
downtown skyline, while respecting federally regulated viewscapes.

In proposing an amendment to the use permissions and height limits
in the Secondary Plan, the Official Plan Amendment also includes
proposed urban design policies to clarify the intent with respect to
buildings, streets, and open spaces. Drafts of the proposed Official Plan
Amendment and the Zoning By-law Amendment are appended to this
report.
Figure 3: Development Concept - Looking Southeast
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Figure 4: Development Concept - Looking Southwest
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THE SITE AND
SURROUNDINGS

Surrounding Context

Site Description

North
Directly north of the subject site adjacent to the Sir John A. Macdonald
Parkway (SJAM) is a parcel of land owned by the NCC which is
currently being developed as Pindigen Park, a public green space that
employs a landforming technique known as “land art” which involves
a combination of sculpted topography, water features, and public art
to create a cohesive experience. North of the SJAM, the LeBreton Flats
is comprised primarily of institutional and public uses including the
Holocaust Memorial site, the Canadian War Museum, and a system
of green open spaces and multiuse trails that form part of the Capital
Pathway and the Ottawa River Pathway. North of LeBreton Flats are
Chaudière, Albert, and Victoria Islands. Chaudière Island is the site of a
significant development proposed by Windmill Development and Dream

The East Flats site is located east of Booth Street, between the Sir John
A. Macdonald Parkway and the aqueduct that supplies water from the
Ottawa River to the Fleet Street Pumping Station. On the east side of the
site are the first two phases of the East Flats neighbourhood completed
by Claridge Homes—north of Fleet Street a condominium apartment
building that ranges from six to fourteen storeys and two apartment
buildings of six and eight storeys bookending a row of townhouses south
of Fleet Street. Except for a sales centre, the remainder of the site is
vacant. The subject site is approximately 2.1 hectares.

1

View looking west towards Claridge lands
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Figure 5: Site and Surrounding Area

South
On the south side of the aqueduct, the future Confederation Line LRT
system and Pimisi Station are under construction. The lands adjacent to
the station, at the northeast corner of Albert Street and Booth Street are
owned by the NCC, and the lands further east along Albert Street, south
of the LRT line, are owned by the City of Ottawa. The latter have been
identified as the preferred location for Ottawa’s new Central Library
and National Archives Building. The eclectic Dalhousie neighbourhood,
composed of single detached homes, low-midrise apartments, and some
high-rise apartment buildings, stretches south of Albert Street.

2

View looking east along SJAM

East
East of the site, the Ottawa Escarpment effectively defines the western
extent of Downtown Ottawa today. On top of the escarpment is the
Cathedral Hill neighbourhood, home to many high-rise apartment
buildings, some recently constructed. Further east is Ottawa’s Downtown
Core and the Parliamentary Precinct. The site is about one-and-a-half
kilometres from Parliament Hill.
West
West of Booth Street are vacant lands owned by the NCC and which were
the subject of a recent competitive bid process to determine how they
should be redeveloped. The preferred concept, called IllumiNATION,
includes a mix of residential, retail and entertainment uses.

3

View looking south to existing development
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View looking north on Booth Street

View looking north to existing development
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View looking east on Fleet Street
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Historic Evolution
LeBreton Flats has a rich cultural history. Before European settlers arrived in the area in the 17th century,
the Ottawa River Valley was for thousands of years an important trade, transportation and communication
corridor for Canada’s indigenous peoples. When European settlement began in earnest at the beginning
of the 19th century, LeBreton Flats developed as a significant industrial district filled with lumber mills,
breweries, rail services, yards, workers’ housing, hotels and taverns. After a large fire destroyed much of the
area in 1900, the area’s industries transitioned to focus more specifically on supporting Ottawa’s railway
sector with foundries, smelters and other metalworks dominating the landscape.

View of aqueduct
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View looking north-east along aqueduct to Fleet Street Pumping Station

View of the Tail Race

LeBreton Flats remained a heavy industrial district until the 1960s, when the Canadian Federal Government
expropriated and demolished the buildings in the area to make way for a federal office building campus.
The campus was planned but never constructed, and in 1997, the NCC completed a new redevelopment
plan for the lands, which informed the plans for the recent residential development by Claridge. Completion
of the Canadian War Museum and construction of the Holocaust Memorial, along with the Claridge
development, mark the beginning of a new era for this landmark district in Canada’s capital.

THE EAST FLATS PLANNING RATIONALE AND DESIGN BRIEF
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A Rich Heritage of Industry 		
and Innovation

A (Mostly) Clean Slate
The only visible remains of the area’s past are the aqueduct, some of the
stone bridges that cross it and the Fleet Street Pumping Station. These
features figure prominently in the future neighbourhood. The aqueduct,
as the spine of an open space system, will give back meaning to a site
with few physical memories, celebrating what is left of its past.

For well over a century, LeBreton Flats was the Lumber District, full of
industrial businesses and rail lines that supported the mills at Chaudière
Falls as well as housing and shops. The grid pattern of streets and
blocks, and the bridges over the aqueduct, proved resilient, even after
the Great Fire of 1900.

Historic Buildings/Stuctures

Historic Buildings/Structures

19th Century Urban Blocks

Pooley’s Bridge

Aqueduct

Fleet Street Pumping Station
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Building on Strengths

Infrastructure Brings Opportunity

The War Museum established a destination of national and architectural
significance on the Flats, and there is a growing constellation of
monuments and parks to attract visitors. The East Flats neighbourhood
will complement these public uses, accommodating a permanent
population who will bring life to this part of the city day and year-round.

The Confederation LRT Line creates significant new development
opportunities around Pimisi Station. The public investment of over $2
billion in the line needs to be supported by development that encourages
people to get around the city using their feet, bicycles, or public transit,
not cars.

Confederation LRT Project

Historic Structures
Existing and Planned Development

Holocaust Memorial

Canadian War Museum

Booth Street

Confederation Line

Future Pimisi Station
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A Ring of Green and Blue
The existing open spaces on and adjacent to LeBreton Flats, together with
the aqueduct and the Ottawa River, create the opportunity for a ring of
green spaces and water encircling the site and its environs. This open space
system, laced with trails and multi-use pathways, will frame development and
connect it to destinations in all directions.

Extending Downtown to the West
Together with public open spaces, a grid of streets will help to seamlessly
connect the East Flats with the established neighbourhoods to the east
and south and extend the fabric of downtown. The goal is to create a
more complete neighbourhood within a more complete downtown, with
a mix of residential, commercial and institutional uses.

Lett Street
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Empress Avenue
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A Catalyst for Change

Development Activity in the Area
There have been a number of significant developments built, approved,
or proposed in the area around LeBreton Flats recently. Together, they
are redefining the built form context of the LeBreton Flats area and will
support the drawing of the residents and jobs needed to make efficient
use of the Confederation Line LRT.

The East Flats neighbourhood will be a central feature in the ongoing
expansion of Downtown Ottawa and may catalyze broader private and
public investment in city-building. Bold, well-designed projects with
strong public realm components will set the tone for a unique mixed-use
downtown community.

Approved/Built
1. 412 Sparks Street, 439 – 445 Queen Street
A site plan control agreement was approved in October 2012 to permit
a 12 storey office tower and a 21 storey residential building flanked by
townhouses in its podium component at 412 Sparks Street on the site of
the Christ Church Cathedral. The development is now constructed and
contains 136 units including the townhouses.

1

2. 31 Cambridge Street, 192 & 196 Bronson Avenue
Bronson Ltd. is proposing to construct a 21-storey residential
condominium with ground floor retail. The proposed building would
contain a total of 212 units. The building is designed with a four storey
podium and a seventeen storey tower component.
3. 900 Albert Street
Trinity Development Group Inc. is proposing to construct three residential
towers of 59, 55, and 50 storeys at 900 Albert Street. The proposed
development would include a total of 1,632 units complemented by
10,864 square metres of retail space and 17,442 square metres of
office space.

2

3

4. Chaudière Island (Zibi Development)
The Master Plan for the proposed Zibi Development envisions, at
completion, the construction of over a dozen new residential mixeduse buildings on Chaudière Island alone. The entire development is
proposed to construct approximately 3,000,000 square feet, with one
third of that footage proposed for the Ottawa side of the OttawaGatineau site. The master plan for the community indicates that the
proposed proportions for the mix of uses is:
•

78% residential;

•

5% retail (primarily at-grade);

•

12% commercial/office;

•

3% hotel;

•

1% community uses; and

•

1% cultural uses
4

Zibi Development

IllumiNATION Concept for NCC Lands
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IllumiNATION Concept for NCC Lands

412 Sparks Street, 439 – 445 Queen Street

31 Cambridge Street, 192 & 196 Bronson Avenue

900 Albert Street

Chaudière Island (Zibi Development)
THE EAST FLATS PLANNING RATIONALE AND DESIGN BRIEF
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The master plan states that the above building area is in addition to the
open space network proposed. No specific information regarding the
total number of units or the provision of affordable housing is described
in the master plan. The Zibi Development also envisions significant
development on the Gatineau side of the Ottawa River. A Stage 1
site plan control application, comprising the Master Plan for the Zibi
proposal, was approved by the City of Ottawa in November, 2016. A
Stage 2 site plan control application was submitted in October 2015
for the first phase of the redevelopment which includes a six-storey
mixed-use residential building consisting of 61 units with retail uses on
the ground floor at the site known municipally as 4 Booth Street and as
Block 205A in the Zibi Master Plan.

Proposed

Figure 7: New Ottawa Central Library Location (Credit: Ottawa Central Library)

A. New Ottawa Central Library

The East Flats

After years of planning and community input, the Ottawa Public Library
recommended that the location of a new Ottawa Central Library be
557 Wellington Street. The new Central Library is proposed to be “an
innovative and iconic building that will serve as a city-wide service, a
local branch and a destination”. The Library is proposed to open in
2022.

B. RendezVous LeBreton
In 2014, the National Capital Commission initiated a design competition
inviting proposals to develop LeBreton Flats west of Booth Street. In
November, 2016, a team named the RendezVous LeBreton Group was
selected as the preferred proponent. Negotiations between the NCC and
the RendezVous LeBreton Group are now underway to implement the
vision for a mixed-use residential and sports-entertainment district.
Figure 8: RendezVous LeBreton (Credit: RendezVous LeBreton Group)
18
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Figure 9: View of Downtown Ottawa and Downtown Gatineau conceptually illustrating future planned development in white (Credit: Urban Strategies Inc.)
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Proposal Statistics

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Total Number of Units
~ 1950

The proposed East Flats neighbourhood is intended to fully realize the
opportunity described in the 1997 plan for LeBreton Flats “to create
a truly urbane neighbourhood in the Central Area, one where the
needs of daily life are accessible within a five or ten minute walk.” The
concept for the East Flats development envisions a mixed-use district
of five residential towers with podium elements comprised of a mix of
retail, institutional, and residential uses. The buildings will be supported
by a walkable and connected public realm of streets and open spaces
that are extensions of the existing network of streets, bicycle paths, and
multiuse trails that surround the subject site. Parking for the proposed
development will be located underground, accessed from the local
streets.
Although not part of the Claridge Lands, the development would be
complemented by a new public park to be developed by the City.
The park, straddling the historic aqueduct, will connect the East Flats
neighbourhood to Pimisi Station and other destinations to the south,
including the proposed library, with paths for walking and cycling. It will
also provide an additional green space amenity for residents, over time
becoming part of a ring of open spaces around LeBreton Flats, connecting
to the Ottawa River Pathway and Capital Pathway.

Residential Floor Area
~143,500 sq.m.
~1,543,000 sq.ft.

45 st

Non-Residential Floor Area
~21,500 sq.m.
~229,250 sq.ft.

30 st

25 st

30 st

Total Gross Floor Area
~164,500 sq.m.
~1,772,000 sq.ft.

25 st

Active uses such as commercial spaces or residential lobbies will be
located at grade along the exterior edges of the East Flats development
(Booth Street, Fleet Street, and the Aqueduct Park edge). Along Booth
Street, the setback area will be utilized to expand the pedestrian realm
with paving, landscaping and street furniture. An open space gap over
the buried portion of the aqueduct will allow for a platform from which
pedestrians can view the new park and the cityscape beyond. The
planned streetscape enhancements on Booth Street will result in a much
improved connection for pedestrians and cyclists between Pimisi Station
and the many existing and planned destinations to the north.
Reflecting its context as a transit-oriented extension of Ottawa’s
downtown core, the East Flats will achieve population densities that
optimize the LRT, support downtown vibrancy and help the City achieve
its intensification objectives. The proposed buildings will step down in
height from a peak height of 45 storeys to create a visual focal point
and varied skyline from distant vantage points. The proposed towers
will be slender and generally designed to a maximum floor plate of 750
square metres. They will also be spaced a minimum of 23 metres apart
in order to maintain sky views and moderate shadow impacts.
When fully developed, the East Flats will form a complete
neighbourhood, well connected to its surroundings and the larger
city. It represents a logical extension of downtown west along the
Confederation Line and will bring high-quality buildings, open spaces
and streetscapes–and much vitality–to LeBreton Flats.

Bronson Street

The future East Flats development will comprise five mixed-use buildings
ranging in height from 25 to 45 storeys. The design of the proposed
buildings will support an inviting and comfortable pedestrian realm
and a light-filled living environment. Building podiums will have heights
of 2-6 storeys and setbacks of 1-3 metres to frame adjacent streets
and open spaces and create a consistent street wall condition. Tower
components will be stepped back from podium.

Figure 10: Development Concept - Looking Northwest
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Figure 11: Conceptual Site Plan
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Figure 12: Development Concept - Looking West Over Future Park
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Figure 13: Develop Concept - Looking South Along Booth Street
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PROPOSED MASTER
PLAN ELEMENTS
Mobility Network
The proposed mobility network will enhance connections from LeBreton
Flats to the rest of the city as well as within the future neighbourhood
and its generous open space network. New and extended multi-use paths
along the aqueduct will enhance connectivity to and between existing
routes outside of the Flats, with multi-use paths separated from those
intended for pedestrians only. The new local streets on the site will be
low-speed and designed to be shared comfortably by pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles. Vehicles will access the neighbourhood from Booth Street
(right-in/right-out only) and at the signalized intersection at Macdonald
Parkway and Lett Street.

Figure 14: Development Concept - Looking Northeast from Booth Street
24
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Figure 15: Proposed Mobility Network
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Open Space Network

Built Form

The existing and future open spaces within and surrounding East LeBreton
Flats will create a network that defines the new neighbourhoods and
becomes a destination for residents from across the city. A major new
City park straddling the aqueduct will form the heart of the community,
complementing the existing NCC green space in the area and celebrating
the cultural history of the Flats. The park and its pathways will extend up the
escarpment to meet future open space on the City-owned lands, where the
a new central library is planned, which will provide connections to and from
the neighbourhoods to the south.

The East Flats will be a neighbourhood of mostly tall buildings to achieve
a population density that optimizes the LRT, supports the City’s growth
strategy and ensures a lively public realm downtown. One landmark tower
with a maximum height of 45 storeys, within 150 metres of Pimisi Station,
will help to redefine the image of LeBreton Flats, complementing other
existing and future defining features—the War Museum, other potential
large-scale attractions and the extensive green space network planned. New
buildings on the remainder of the site will vary in height, with maximums not
exceeding 25 and 30 storeys.
Built form controls will ensure that tall buildings support an inviting and
comfortable pedestrian realm and a light-filled living environment. Towers
will be slender, generally restricted to a maximum floor plate of 750 square
metres, and they will be spaced a minimum of 23 metres from one another,
thus maintaining sky views and moderating shadow impacts. Building
podiums at heights of 3-5 storeys will frame adjacent streets and open
spaces. Towers generally will be set back from podium edges to further
mitigate any adverse impacts. Locating parking underground, and not
locating servicing access points along active street edges, will also support
an attractive public realm.

Figure 16: Proposed Open Space Network
26
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Figure 17: Proposed Maximum Building Heights
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN APPROACH
The architectural approach utilized for this site seeks
to create a pragmatic amalgamation of vernacular
iconographies intrinsic to the cultural and built form
narratives present in our nation’s capital. Specifically,
three themes have been chosen as particularly
informative precedents; the masonry elements
typified in the Heritage Bridges that run through the
site, the essential relationship between the new built
form and Parliament Hill, and the importance of the
Ottawa River to the formative fur trade industry from
the 16th to the 18th century.

Historically significant triple and single-span closed spandrel stone arch
bridges cross the Fleet Street aqueduct that runs through the site. Elements
of their construction, namely the masonry buttress and pier support
structures were incorporated into the design and tectonics generally, but
most notably in the feature fins and engaged / disengaged buttresses in
Towers A and E. The fin motif was then carried on into the design of the
surrounding buildings. The open colonnade space created by the lifting
of residential floors in Tower E also play off of this motif through arched
openings and the half-arch voussoir profile that wraps around the core of
the building.
Special consideration was given to the relationship between the site
and Parliament Hill, and lead to a simple but effectual design move that
reoriented the longitudinal axis of the most prominent tower towards
the Peace Tower. This presents the most slender and most vernacularly
significant profile (the buttressed elevation) to The Hill, creating a prudent
visual tie between each tower.
Finally, the articulation of residential balconies throughout the site, but
especially on Tower A, was inspired by the construction of the historically
significant ‘Montreal Canoe’ used as the workhorse of the fur trade along
the Ottawa River. On Tower A the four sets of corner balconies running up
the building’s façade are expressed slightly differently from one another to
signify the birch bark ribs of canoes passing one another along the River.

28
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DESIGN APPROACH TO THE PUBLIC REALM
An iconic landscape is often a defining aspect of
great cities. Montréal has Mont-Royal, Québec has
its plateau geography, Toronto has its system of
valleys. Ottawa sits at the confluence of the Ottawa,
Gatineau and Rideau rivers. This fluvial convergence
played a central role in the development of the city,
providing transportation, trade and energy. The
prominence of the Rideau Canal in the collective
imagination of our nation’s capital is a palpable sign
of that character.

The LeBreton Flats area is looking for a new beginning, seeking an identity to
end the perception of emptiness that has characterized it since the sixties.
A rich source of significance for a site with a robust industrial heritage can
be found in what is left of its past: the Aqueduct Canal. By traversing the
LeBreton Flats, taking its source upstream the Chaudière falls, flowing under
the beautifully preserved stone arches of the bridges, passing through the
turbines of the patrimonial pumping station and rolling through the whitewater slalom before rejoining the river, the canal defines yet another island
in the Ottawa River. The re-presentation of a strong and cohesive identity
using the canal as a spine will return meaning to a place whose significance
has been erased. We seek to recover the traces of these memories and
celebrate them once more.
The East Flats Neighborhood is positioned to create a link to the city of
Ottawa. Its ‘empty’ state will be transformed into a sought-after recreation
and service area for its residents. The new LRT station and its proximity to
the downtown core, makes this site an obvious choice for the proposed
landscape amenities. Proximity to the existing park system and cultural
landmarks along the Ottawa River and lower escarpment further enriches
this project.

An intimate but inclusive promenade along the Canal will offer views of the
heritage bridges and intersect an urban park that straddles the covered
portion of the canal. The scrappily forested southern slopes will be edited
and augmented to take advantage of existing canopies and reveal a green
beach which gently rolls down to the canal. The proposal creates a strong
new link between the developed parcels and Ottawa’s core. Focusing on
existing landscape assets and using a distinctive, yet timeless, materiality, the
proposed landscape will complement the city’s aesthetics.
Around the world, communities are reclaiming access to and enjoyment
of their waterfronts. Our proposal is driven by a determination to turn
what was unlovingly referred to as the Flats into a meaningful, positive and
profitable neighborhood, rooted in the past but resolutely looking forward
to a brilliant future.

AQUEDUCT CANAL / WEST FACE OF LLOYD BRIDGE

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER \\ EXISTING LANDSCAPE IDENTITY
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Figure 18: Conceptual Landscape Site Plan
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PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
This section of the planning rationale describes the policy framework
governing transit-oriented development in Ottawa generally and the
subject site specifically.

Provincial Policy Statement
The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) (2014) provides policy direction
on matters of provincial interest related to land use planning and
development. It encourages efficient land use and development patterns
to support strong, livable and healthy communities. The PPS endorses
intensification as a means to accommodate growth and increase urban
vitality. It supports growth within settlement areas at appropriate densities
and land use mixes to efficiently use land, resources, infrastructure and
public service facilities while minimizing vehicle trips and supporting
choices for public transit. The PPS also underscores the importance of
the environmental, economic, and social benefits of natural heritage
resources and cultural heritage. All municipal planning policies and
decisions “shall be consistent with” the PPS. The following policies are
particularly relevant to the East LeBreton Flats TOD Plan:
1.1.1. Healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by:
a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which
sustain the financial well-being of the Province and municipalities
over the long term.
b) accommodating an appropriate range and mix of residential
(including second units, affordable housing and housing for older
persons), employment (including industrial and commercial),
institutional (including places of worship, cemeteries and long-term
care homes), recreation, park and open space, and other uses to
meet long-term needs;
e) promoting cost-effective development patterns and standards to
minimize land consumption and servicing costs;
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1.1.3.2. Land use patterns within settlement areas shall be based on:
a) densities and a mix of land uses which:
4. support active transportation;
5. are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may
be developed;
1.6.7.4. A land use pattern, density and mix of uses should be promoted
that minimize the length and number of vehicle trips and support current
and future use of transit and active transportation.
1.7.1. Long-term economic prosperity should be supported by:
c) maintaining and, where possible, enhancing the vitality and viability
of downtowns and mainstreets;
d) encouraging a sense of place, by promoting well-designed built form
and cultural planning, and by conserving features that help define
character, including built heritage resources and cultural heritage
landscapes.
1.8.1 Planning authorities shall support energy conservation and
efficiency, improved air quality, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and
climate change adaptation through land use and development patterns
which:
a) promote compact form and a structure of nodes and corridors;
b) promote the use of active transportation and transit in and between
residential, employment (including commercial and industrial) and
institutional uses and other areas;
As a general policy document, the PPS does not provide specific
direction on the appropriate land uses and densities for any potential
development proximate to Pimisi Station. It does, however, anticipate
that growth and development will continue in the City of Ottawa through
intensification and that given the study area’s locational context and
proximity to transit services, it would be an appropriate location for
intensification. In order to achieve its policy objectives, the PPS through
Policy 4.7 identifies the Municipal Official Plan as the most important

mechanism for achieving the policy objectives and defining appropriate
land uses and development patterns.
The East Flats proposal is consistent with the PPS 2014.

Ottawa Official Plan
The Ottawa Official Plan, adopted by City Council in 2003, provides a
vision of the future growth of the city and a policy framework to guide
its physical development to the year 2031. Following a comprehensive
review, Ottawa City Council recently approved updates to the Official
Plan through Official Plan Amendments 150 and 180. Although the
province has not yet approved the OPAs, they are reflected in the
summary of relevant policies below. Several of the plan’s guiding
principles and strategic directions relate directly to the Pimisi Station area
and are described in Section 2.1:
Managing Growth
• Growth in the urban area will be directed to areas where it can be
accommodated in compact andmixed use development, and served
with quality transit, walking and cycling facilities.
• The Central Area, designated Mainstreets, Mixed Use Centres and
Town Centres will be compact, liveable, and pedestrian-oriented with
a vibrant mix of residential uses, and social, cultural and economic
activity.
• A transportation system that emphasizes walking, cycling and transit
will be built.
Building Liveable Communities
• Attention to urban design will help create attractive communities
where buildings, open space and transportation work well together
• Growth will be managed in ways that create complete communities
with a good balance of facilities and services to meet people’s
everyday needs, including schools, community facilities, parks, a
variety of housing, and places to work and shop

• The design of the city, the maintenance of greenspace and the high
quality of life will enhance the attractiveness of the city for business
development
Providing Infrastructure
• A transportation system that emphasizes walking, cycling and transit
will be built.
Building Liveable Communities
• Attention to urban design will help create attractive communities
where buildings, open space and transportation work well together
• Growth will be managed in ways that create complete communities
with a good balance of facilities and services to meet people’s
everyday needs, including schools, community facilities, parks, a
variety of housing, and places to work and shop
• The design of the city, the maintenance of greenspace and the high
quality of life will enhance the attractiveness of the city for business
development
To support the strategic directions excerpted above, the Official Plan
contains policy direction supporting land use intensification and
improved urban design in areas with proximity to rapid transit stations.
The plan identifies target areas for intensification and associated
density targets in Section 2.2. As the plan area is designated “Central
Area” on Schedule B – Urban Policy Plan, it is one such target area for
intensification (Policy 2.2.2.4). The Central Area has a minimum density
requirement of 450 people and jobs per gross hectare as of 2012 and
a requirement for 500 by 2031 (Policy 2.2.2.5). All new development
within the areas targeted for intensification are required to meet these
minimum density requirements and Policy 2.2.2.6 states that the zoning
by-law “will convert the requirements…from gross density to net density
and from people and jobs per hectare to dwelling units and gross floor
area.”

and in areas that can accommodate large-scale intensification (Policy
2.2.2.10). To support the development of taller buildings, the Official
Plan describes a series of building classifications and associated heights
in Policy 2.2.2.11 which are to be used for all community design plans,
secondary plans, and zoning by-laws. Policy 2.2.2.13 notes that “HighRise 30+ buildings will only be permitted where they are identified in
a secondary plan that addresses the requirements of Section 2.5.6
and where the buildings are…located in the Central Area…preferably
located within 200 metres walking distance of a Rapid Transit Station
identified on Schedule D to maximize transit use…[and are] separated
from planned low-rise residential areas by a suitable transition.” Policy
2.2.2.14 establishes the following criteria for obtaining an Official Plan
amendment to increase building heights:
a) impacts on the surrounding area (e.g. the community design plan
study area) have been assessed
comprehensively;
b) the direction in policy 10…is met;
c) the requirements of policies 13 through 16 of Section 2.5.6
where the proposal involves a High-Rise 10-30 or High-Rise 30+
building; and
d) an identified community amenity is provided.
Policies 2.2.2.16 and 2.2.2.17 state that the City of Ottawa will review
and update existing secondary plans and zoning to enable achievement
of the minimum density requirements and promote compact, mixed-use
transit-oriented development in intensification target areas through a
range of actions.

The proposed development is located within the Central Area
and within 100-250 metres of the Pimisi LRT Station. It exceeds
the minimum density requirement, and the proposed building
heights are in keeping with approved heights near other transit
stations, notably Lees and Bayview. The development will have a
positive impact on its surroundings by adding vitality and attractive
public spaces. Shadow and wind impacts from the towers on the
surrounding public realm will not be significantly adverse. A series
of technical studies, summarized in Section 6 of this report, have
concluded that other physical impacts of the development on
the environment and infrastructure will be acceptable or can be
addressed at the time of site plan submissions. Furthermore, the
development will come with a new City park, retail and service
uses (including a food store), and potentially institutional uses as
amenities for the area.
As discussed further in Section 4.4, the City has prepared transit-oriented
development plans for six station areas along the Confederation Line
(Lees, Hurdman, Tremblay, St. Laurent, Cyrville, and Blair), which
establish minimum target densities for all new development. Policy
2.2.2.7 also states that “an approved plan for a Transit-Oriented
Development Area may assign a higher minimum density to specific
parcels of land which will be implemented through the Zoning By-law,”
indicating that the City envisions some flexibility should be permitted in
order to support its intensification goals for areas in proximity to rapid
transit stations.

With regard to intensification and tall buildings, the Ottawa Official Plan
recognizes that taller buildings should be located in areas that support
the Rapid Transit and Transit Priority network, in areas with a mix of uses,
THE EAST FLATS PLANNING RATIONALE AND DESIGN BRIEF
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Further to the minimum density targets established for the Central
Area, the Official Plan contains policies that inform the urban design
of communities planned according to transit-oriented development
principles, specifically Policy 4.3.3, which states:
“The City encourages proponents of new development or redevelopment
in close proximity to existing and proposed future transit stations to take
into consideration and to demonstrate how the City’s Transit Oriented
Development Guidelines have been addressed. To promote increased
transit usage, private and/or public proponents of any development or
redevelopment within 600 metres of a transit station or major transit stop
along the rapid transit network shown on Schedule D will:
a) Ensure that convenient and direct access between the proposed
development and the transit station is provided or maintained;
rapid-transit stations and where possible, transit stops are integrated

into the development; and that in such cases, extended hours
of public access through the buildings and quality linkages from
stations and building entrances to sidewalks on nearby streets are
provided;
b) Locate any proposed high-density employment and residential
development close to transit stations;
c) Provide a pedestrian-friendly, weather-protected (where possible)
environment between the access point(s) of the rapid-transit station or
major transit stop and the principal entrances to adjacent buildings;
d) Minimize walking distances from buildings to stations/major transit
stops;
e) Provide adequate, secure and highly visible bicycle parking at rapidtransit stations/major transit stops.”

The East Flats proposal is located within 250 metres of Pimisi Station
and contemplates a walkable network of streets, open spaces, and
multi-use trails that will connect with it. Given that Pimisi Station’s
primary entrance will be located at the grade of the aqueduct below
the Booth Street bridge, the connections to the station from the
proposed development will extend beneath the Booth Street bridge
on both the north and south sides of the aqueduct. Pedestrians on
the north side of the aqueduct will be able to connect to the station
through the future park or by crossing the bridge over the aqueduct
which is located directly underneath Booth Street. Connections to
Pimisi Station will also be available at the grade of Booth Street just
north of Albert Street.
Policies 2.2.2.10, 2.2.2.13, and 2.2.2.14 state in part that all
intensification will occur in accordance with the provisions of Section
2.5.1, Designing Ottawa, and Section 2.5.6 Collaborative Community
Building. Section 2.5.1 describes a range of design objectives with which
“the City wants to influence the built environment as the city matures and
evolves.” Although the City acknowledges that “proponents are free to
respond in creative ways to the Design Objectives and are not limited
only to those approaches as suggested in this Plan,” the following design
objectives, for example, apply to and are integrated into the East Flats
proposal:
• Enhance the sense of community by creating and maintaining places
with their own distinct identity
• Define quality public and private spaces through development
• Create places that are safe, accessible and are easy to get to, and
move through
• Ensure that new development respects the character of existing areas
• Consider adaptability and diversity by creating places that can adapt
and evolve easily over time and that are characterized by variety and
choice

Figure 19: Ottawa Official Plan - Schedule B - Urban Policy Plan
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Subject Site

• Maximize energy-efficiency and promote sustainable design to
reduce the resource consumption, energy use, and carbon footprint
of the built environment

In order to implement the design objectives and principles described
above, Policy 2.5.1.1 states that the City will apply the Design Objectives
to the review of development applications. Section 2.5.6 of the Ottawa
Official Plan describes policies regarding the preparation of community
design plans and secondary plans to guide the development of large sites
or whole communities. Amendments to the Central Area Secondary Plan
proposed through this application, including urban design guidelines
for the East Flats, will be consistent with the criteria and specifications of
Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.6.
Claridge Homes has consulted with City of Ottawa staff, the local
ward councillors and area residents in preparing and refining the
design for the East Flats Master Plan and Development Concept.
A public open house was held on the first iteration of the plan
in January 2017, which was followed by a pre-application
presentation to the City’s Design Review Panel. The master plan
and concept were refined in response to feedback to ensure they
best meet the design objectives of the Official Plan. Further and
more specific design details for each phase of future development
will also be reviewed at the site plan application stage.

Except for the green space on either edge of the aqueduct, which is
designated “Major Open Space”, the subject site is designated “Central
Area” on Schedule B – Urban Policy Plan of the Ottawa Official Plan (see
opposite). The Ottawa Official Plan describes lands designated “Central
Area” in Section 3.6.6 and states that the Central Area “is the economic
and cultural heart of the city and the symbolic heart of the nation, based
on its unique combination of employment, government, retail, housing,
entertainment and cultural activities.” Policy 3.6.6.2 states that the City will
support the Central Area’s role, in part, by “Protecting the visual integrity
and symbolic primacy of the Parliament Buildings and other national
symbols as seen from Confederation Boulevard and the main approach
routes to the Central Area, depicted as key viewpoints and view sequences
on Annex 8A – Central Area Key Views and View Sequences of the
Parliament Buildings and Other National Symbols.”

Although none of the proposed tower components intrude into
the height control planes or view corridors described in Ottawa’s
Official Plan in Annex 8A, a Views Study was undertaken to
demonstrate how the proposed development will integrate with,
and extend, the Downtown Ottawa skyline without negatively
influencing the prominence of the Parliament Buildings (see Views
Study under separate cover). Moreover, the proposed towers do
not shadow the Canadian War Museum during the crucial time
period during which Remembrance Day ceremonies are held (see
Shadow Study).
The description of the “Central Area” also specifically cites the subject
site as part of a place where the City of Ottawa will support the creation
of “an increasing number of downtown area dwelling units, including a
vibrant urban community on LeBreton Flats.” Furthermore, Policy 3.6.6.7
(g) identifies Booth Street as “a significant pedestrian promenade and
vehicular route, which provides commuter access to and from the Central
Area, a link with the existing community, access to the rapid-transit station,
and which will serve as the mainstreet focus of LeBreton Flats.”

*

Figure 20: Ottawa Official Plan - Schedule D - Rapid
Transit Network

Subject Site

*

The proposed development conforms to the general policies for
the Central Area and will bring a combination of residential,
commercial, institutional, and public uses to LeBreton Flats. The
proposed buildings fronting Booth Street will be set back from the
public right of way to facilitate a comfortable and generous public
realm that will encourage pedestrian activity, and the future park
will also draw people to the area. The density of the development,
mix of uses and public realm elements ensure the East Flats
becomes a “vibrant urban community”.
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Central Area Secondary Plan

• City Council shall permit limited retail development in other areas
to provide for the immediate needs and convenience of residents,
workers and visitors, while not detracting from the “Main Street”
focus along Booth Street. (Policy 1.11.3.3 f)

The Central Area Secondary Plan articulates specific visions and
objectives for various sub-areas within the broader Central Area.
The vision for LeBreton Flats, based largely on the NCC’s 1997
redevelopment plan, is articulated in Section 1.11. It describes LeBreton
Flats as a unique site within the City of Ottawa that will become
a people-place for the next century where people can live, work,
socialize and play. It specifically states that “this community will be one
of mixed uses, surrounded by open spaces,…will consist of compact
neighbourhoods, linked together and to the wider open space network
by pathways and pedestrian-friendly streets…[and] will be supported
by highly accessible public transit.” Schedule Q of the Former City of
Ottawa Official Plan identifies the land use framework for the LeBreton
Flats portion of the Central Area Secondary Plan (see Figure 17)
and Map 4 illustrates the envisioned maximum building heights and
conceptual road pattern for the area (see Figure 18). On the Claridge
Lands, Schedule Q identifies the majority of the subject site as Mixed
Use, with the two easternmost buildings sited on lands designated
Residential. Map 4 indicates the buildings fronting Booth Street should
have a maximum height of 10 storeys while the buildings east of Lloyd
Street should have a maximum height of 6 storeys.
In general, the Pimisi Station Area will be defined by residential
and mixed-use development on either side of Booth Street north of
Wellington/Albert Street and a series of public open and green spaces
linking LeBreton Flats to the wider city to the south, east, and west.
With regard to the scale of intensification envisioned for LeBreton
Flats, despite the height limits described on Map 4, the Central Area
Secondary Plan states that the plan for the Plan Area is “to provide an
opportunity to substantially increase the number of dwelling units in the
Central Area, with a range of housing options.” Further, it describes the
planned buildings as high density and high profile, with the primary uses
consisting of either office or residential in addition to a broad range of
other permitted uses, particularly at grade.
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• City Council shall require that predominately residential development
be provided along local residential streets with commercial
development focused along Booth Street. (Policy 1.11.3.3 g)
• In support of the City Council’s commitment to achieve affordable
housing within the Central Area, City Council shall require the
following:
• That the amount of land to be set aside through the subdivision
approval process shall be sufficient to allow 25% of the total
housing stock within LeBreton Flats to be affordable housing
to the Action Ottawa criteria, or to the new Official Plan and
proposed Municipal Housing Statement when approved. (Policy
1.11.3.4 a (i))
• That the City work with the National Capital Commission to
facilitate partnerships between non-profit housing providers
and commercial developers to explore options for providing
affordable housing above ground floor commercial
developments, to meet the 25% target. (Policy 1.11.3.4 b)

Figure 21: Ottawa Official Plan - Central Area Secondary Plan - Schedule Q - LeBreton Flats Land Use

The following policies of the Central Area Secondary Plan speaking to
development on LeBreton Flats are also particularly relevant:
• City Council shall require that Booth Street provides a variety of
small-scale, continuous, ground floor pedestrian-oriented uses, such
as retail, restaurant and personal service uses, in creating a “Main
Street” focus to serve the new community and visitors to the area.
(Policy 1.11.3.3 d)

• City Council shall permit a variety of ground-floor, small-scale retail,
cultural, restaurant and entertainment uses, below residential uses
along the north side of the aqueduct, to enhance public activity
along this part of the aqueduct; and, in this regard, shall encourage
the integration of the non-built area of these properties with the
adjacent aqueduct Linkage lands. (Policy 1.11.3.3 e)

• Through the subdivision and site plan control processes, City
Council shall investigate with property owners, options for
providing childcare facilities in residential developments. These
facilities should be provided at a rate of 9.3 square metres
per child for interior space and 5.6 square metres per child
for exterior space. Each facility constructed should be for a
minimum of 50 children. (Policy 1.11.3.4 f)

Figure 22: Ottawa Official Plan - Secondary Plan - Map 4 - LeBreton Flats - Maximum Building Profile and Conceptual Road Pattern
The proposed East Flats development will substantially accomplish the objectives of the Central Area Secondary Plan for LeBreton Flats. Its mix
of uses, connections to a broader network of trails, paths, and streets, significant new open space, proximity to Pimisi Station, and celebration
of the LeBreton Flats’ heritage landscape are all aligned with the vision articulated for the area described in Section 1.11. The Central Area
Secondary Plan, however, was approved prior to plans being developed and implemented for the Confederation Line LRT. As such, the heights
contemplated in the CASP did not account for this higher order form of rapid transit. The heights and densities proposed for the East Flats
will support the City of Ottawa in its objectives to shift transportation demand towards public transit. As discussed below, similar increases
to stated heights and densities have been approved to support ridership on the Confederation Line in proximity to other stations, such as
Bayview, Tunney’s Pasture and Lees, in recognition of the need to develop at densities that will support ridership on rapid transit. The East
Flats proposal will also contribute to the CASP’s requirement for affordable housing provision.
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Transit-Oriented Development Plans
As mentioned in Section 4.2 of this report, the City of Ottawa has
prepared a series of Transit Oriented Development Plans in an effort to
support intensification projects in proximity to its Confederation Line LRT
stations which would, in turn, support ridership on the LRT line. The TOD
plans guide the creation of future high-quality living environments that
include an increase in residential and employment densities and illustrate
enhancements to pedestrian and cycling routes and the broader street
network that will support and encourage transit ridership. The TOD Plans
were prepared with an understanding that redevelopment and higher
densities will occur over the long-term around the Confederation Line
stations. The permitted densities and mix of uses are intended to allow
the TOD Plan areas to function like small downtowns. The TOD Plans
serve as the land use planning framework that allows the centres to grow
and evolve in response to market pressures and public improvements.
In general, the TOD Plans that have been developed to date including
ones for Cyrville, Blair, St. Laurent, Tremblay, Lees, and Hurdman stations,
provide for a maximum height of 30 storeys and a variable minimum and
maximum density that is determined by the particular land use and built
form context at each transit station.

The East Flats proposal, while not proposed to be included
within a broader Transit Oriented Development Plan, is
nonetheless consistent with the principles and objectives of the
TOD Plans developed for similar station areas elsewhere along
the Confederation Line. Moreover, the heights and densities
contemplated for the East Flats are aligned with the limits described
in similar TOD Plans – specifically the Lees TOD Plan – and will
support the City of Ottawa’s investment in rapid transit. Since Pimisi
Station is in the Central Area, where the downtown will naturally
grow, the additional height proposed for the East Flats is highly
appropriate.

The primary goal for LeBreton Flats is to reclaim the former industrial
lands for the purposes of developing a 65-hectare new mixed-use
community supporting a significant provision of parks and open spaces.
Anchored by the new Canadian War Museum, LeBreton Flats is planned
to become a mixed-use quarter containing residential developments,
office spaces, commercial units and major new open spaces, including
a Festival Park and direct public access to the riverfront. This new
neighbourhood is intended to be fully integrated with Ottawa’s
downtown and the Escarpment District through improvements to public
transit and the local street network.

The Escarpment Area District Plan was approved by Ottawa City
Council in December 2008 and implements the strategic approaches
in the Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy for the Escarpment
Park and the Escarpment Park District. The Escarpment Area District
Plan establishes a vision for the area as a high-density, mixed-use
neighbourhood that celebrates its natural features and public spaces.
In particular, the plan calls for an enhanced and highly-interconnected
green and open space network that provides a diversity of settings for
activity, recreation and amenity for existing and new residents, as well as
visitors to the area. The commitment to enhancing linkages continues
through to the proposed development south of the aqueduct. The Plan
proposes to “integrate the northern portion of LeBreton Flats with the
historic neighbourhoods to the south by creating a more continuous
form, scale and character of development across the entire area.”
Figure 23: Lees Station Transit Oriented Development Plan Rendering
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In 2004, City Council approved the Downtown Ottawa Urban Design
Strategy (DOUDS), which identifies 41 specific projects meant to
improve the appearance and character of the city’s downtown. LeBreton
Flats and the Escarpment Park and Park District are three of the projects
identified in the Plan (see below).

Escarpment Area District Plan

As the Lees Transit-Oriented Development Plan indicates, however, there
is some flexibility with regard to the maximum building height indicated by
the standard transit-supportive zoning designations. The Lees TOD Plan
states that “given the proximity of some of the Potential Development Areas
[sic] to the Lees Light Rail Station and the distance between these lands and
established neighbourhoods, it is deemed appropriate to have tall and very
dense buildings on these sites”. The Plan indicates that these exceptional
sites will be subject to a review by the Urban Design Review Panel. It is noted
that the maximum heights permitted at the Lees Station are exceeded to
permit one 35 storey building and one 45 storey building.
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Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy

Figure 24: Downtown Ottawa Urban Design Strategy (DOUDS)
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Ottawa Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines

The District Plan’s public realm framework for future development is
a network of open spaces, including “Canal Square”, adjacent to
the aqueduct, “Escarpment Park”, the NCC’s parkland and “Upper
Town Commons”, comprising the former high school playgrounds and
adjacent community gardens. Mid-block mews between future buildings
on the “South LeBreton Site”, north of Albert Street, are intended
to further enhance pedestrian connections between the established
neighbourhoods to the south and the proposed parkland along the
aqueduct.

The City of Ottawa’s Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines were
approved by Ottawa City Council in September 2007. Their purpose is
to provide guidance to assess, promote and achieve appropriate TransitOriented Development within the City of Ottawa which is defined as
“a mix of moderate to high-density transit-supportive land uses located
within an easy walk of a rapid transit stop or station that is oriented
and designed to facilitate transit use”. The Guidelines apply to all
development within a 600 metre walking distance of a rapid transit stop
or station and cycling facilities and infrastructure should be considered
within a 1,500 metre cycling distance. The guidelines are organized into
six broad categories which can be summarized as follows:

Section 6.4 of the Escarpment Area District Plan describes the
development and growth strategy for the South LeBreton Site. Noting that
the site’s location and topography provides a unique opportunity for the
introduction of taller buildings with a mix of residential and commercial
uses, the following key concepts are also advanced which speak to the
opportunity for enhanced pedestrian circulation across the LRT right-ofway and the aqueduct.
• The NCC and the City of Ottawa should promote and ensure that
the future LRT trench is covered with a combined road and open
space system to physically bridge the transitway gap. Building over
the LRT will also help to create new open spaces and an active
frontage towards the canal and along the pedestrian bridges. This
would result in a seamless pedestrian network stretching from Albert
Street north to the Parkway and Ottawa River System.
• Provide pedestrian and vehicular connections to physically and
visually enhance the relationship between the canal and the existing
neighbourhood to the south of Albert.
The East Flats proposal accomplishes the objectives described in
the DOUDS. It is also consistent with the vision and principles of
the Escarpment Area District Plan and carries forward most of its
recommendations. It integrates and supports the concept for “Canal
Square” and acknowledges the broader network envisioned for the
area. The proposed heights and density are also compatible with
the high-density development planned to the south, on Albert Street.
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Land Use – Development within 600 metres of a rapid transit station
should high density and mixed-use, incorporating both employment and
residential uses to encourage day- and year-round travel.
Site Layout – Development should be organized into a series of
interconnected blocks of no more than 150 metres in length supported
by a network of connections that include sidewalks, bike lanes, and
laneways where buildings not only frame the street but are clustered
together and transition in height and density from a peak closest to the
rapid transit station.
Figure 25: Escarpment Area District Plan - Open Space Structure

Figure 26: Escarpment Area District Plan - Conceptual Development

Built Form – Buildings should be designed to provide a comfortable
pedestrian experience by incorporating step-backs at critical heights to
frame the street, setbacks to define the street edge, and architectural
variety to provide visual interest.
Pedestrians and Cyclists – Improve the pedestrian and cyclist travel
experience by ensuring connections, sidewalks, and streets are barrierfree, utilizing pavement treatments to recognize pedestrian/cyclist traffic
priority over vehicular traffic, and providing amenities at-grade to
encourage walking and biking.
Vehicles and Parking – Minimize the amount of vehicular parking
included in development near rapid transit stations by encouraging
shared and underground parking, developing a transportation demand

management plan, and designing parking lots so that they are out of
sight and out of the way of pedestrians and cyclists.

• Promote high-rise buildings that contribute to views of the skyline and
enhance orientation and the image of the city; and

Streetscape and Environment – Provide pedestrian amenities such as
benches, public art, street lighting, vegetation, signage, and shelters
to encourage walking. Locate utilities and industrial equipment within
buildings or behind screens.

• Promote development that responds to the physical environment and
microclimate through design.

The East Flats proposal supports and is aligned with the Ottawa
Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines. The proposed
development is organized into discrete blocks to facilitate a
walkable environment and create pedestrian interest. The built
form approach of podium-and-tower configurations, with the
taller elements stepped back from the pedestrian-scaled podium
elements, meets the guidelines described above, and there
will be a variety of architecture. Moreover, by locating parking
underground, the proposed development will result in more space
at street level for pedestrians and cyclists.

Key guidelines contained within the document include:
• In areas of new urban fabric, or when renewing a disconnected or
transitional fabric, orient a high-rise building to:
• Establish a pattern of development blocks, street edges, and site
circulation that defines a public realm of streets and open spaces
and reflects or integrates the surrounding street pattern;
• Use the proportions, rhythm and height of the building base and
tower to define relationships to other buildings;
• Use distinctive design features, building forms and shapes to
contribute to a sense of place; and
• Provide direct links to public transit, sidewalks and streets;
(Guideline 1B)
• Use built form to define a human-scaled street space. (Guideline 3)

Ottawa Urban Design Guidelines for High Rise Housing
The Urban Design Guidelines for High-Rise Housing apply to high-rise
(10 storeys or more) housing as well as to high-rise housing in mixed-use
development. The guidelines are used during the review of development
proposals to promote and achieve appropriate high-rise development.
The main objectives of the Guidelines are to:
• Address the compatibility and relationship between high-rise
buildings and their existing or planned context;
• Coordinate and integrate parking, services, utilities, and public
transit into the design of the building and the site;
• Encourage a mix of uses and open spaces that contribute to the
amenities of urban living;
• Create human-scaled, pedestrian-friendly streets and attractive public
spaces that contribute to liveable, safe and healthy communities;

• Design corner sites with inviting open spaces and pedestrian
amenities, and buildings that wrap around the street corner. Align
the building base with existing setbacks on each of the street
frontages. Corner sites that have design details at the corner and
building frontage on both streets emphasize the intersection and are
prominent focus points or features in the area. (Guideline 8)
• Locate high-rise development to preserve and enhance important
views and vistas. Do not block or detract from views to landmarks,
historic buildings, monuments, public art, parks, gardens and rivers.
(Guideline 9)
• Design the lower portion of the buildings to support human-scaled
streetscapes, open spaces and quality pedestrian environments. This can
be achieved with fine-grain architectural design and detailing, quality
materials, and through the use of human-scaled elements such as
landscaping, site furnishings, awnings, and canopies. (Guideline 13)
• Locate active uses along the street façade to enhance the building’s
relationship to the public realm.
THE EAST FLATS PLANNING RATIONALE AND DESIGN BRIEF
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Key guidelines contained within the document include:
• In areas of new urban fabric, or when renewing a disconnected or
transitional fabric, orient a high-rise building to:
• Establish a pattern of development blocks, street edges, and site
circulation that defines a public realm of streets and open spaces
and reflects or integrates the surrounding street pattern;
• Use the proportions, rhythm and height of the building base and
tower to define relationships to other buildings;
• Use distinctive design features, building forms and shapes to
contribute to a sense of place; and
• Provide direct links to public transit, sidewalks and streets;
(Guideline 1B)
• Use built form to define a human-scaled street space. (Guideline 3)
• Design corner sites with inviting open spaces and pedestrian
amenities, and buildings that wrap around the street corner. Align
the building base with existing setbacks on each of the street
frontages. Corner sites that have design details at the corner and
building frontage on both streets emphasize the intersection and are
prominent focus points or features in the area. (Guideline 8)
• Locate high-rise development to preserve and enhance important
views and vistas. Do not block or detract from views to landmarks,
historic buildings, monuments, public art, parks, gardens and rivers.
(Guideline 9)
• Design the lower portion of the buildings to support human-scaled
streetscapes, open spaces and quality pedestrian environments. This
can be achieved with fine-grain architectural design and detailing,
quality materials, and through the use of human-scaled elements
such as landscaping, site furnishings, awnings, and canopies.
(Guideline 13)
• Locate active uses along the street façade to enhance the building’s
relationship to the public realm.
• Uses include: lobbies, dining rooms, seating areas, offices, retail
stores, community or institutional uses, and residences. (Guideline
16)
• Create sufficient separation between towers to allow for adequate
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light, solar exposure, views and privacy for people in the building,
as well as people on the street. Separation of towers on a site or in
relationship to an adjacent site can be achieved through a distance
separation between towers, staggering the towers or through the
orientation of the towers. The base or podium usually abuts and
continues a similar setback and height relationship with adjacent
development. (Guideline 20)
• Provide wide sidewalks for locations with high pedestrian volumes,
and/or provide wider boulevards to accommodate street furniture,
signs, displays, vendor space, such as along Mainstreets, in the
Central Area and in Town Centres. Implement City streetscape
standards or local streetscape plans as part of a development or
redevelopment project. (Guideline 25)
• Provide a setback of landscaping with trees, shrubs, walls and fences
where residential units are at grade to define the pedestrian space,
provide a sense of privacy for residents, and enhance the character
of the street. (Guideline 33)
• Frame the edge of the open spaces to create a high quality public
environment within the site and along its street edges. Create
courtyards and other open spaces surrounded by buildings.
(Guideline 35)

The East Flats proposal supports and is aligned with the Ottawa
Urban Design Guidelines for High Rise Housing. With regard to
the proposed development’s relationship to the public realm, the
proposed towers are set back from their podium components,
mitigating their visual intrusion from the pedestrian’s perspective
and allowing sunlight to reach the street. The podium components
will have retail and other commercial uses at the first storey to
encourage pedestrian activity. Moreover, the podium components
themselves are set back from the public right-of-way to allow for
generous sidewalks including street trees. Proposed streets internal
to the development will be designed as “shared streets” giving
pedestrians priority of movement, and a generous, landscaped
sidewalk will accommodate the high pedestrian volumes on Booth
Street.
The massing of the proposed buildings is compatible with the
evolving downtown built form. With regard to the design and
organization of the tower components, none of the proposed
tower components intrude into the height control planes or view
corridors described in Ottawa’s Official Plan (see Views Study).
The separation distance between towers will be a minimum of 23
metres, consistent with the standard in CDPs and TOD plans for
other station areas. Future site plan submissions for each phase
of development will address the detailed High Rise Housing

Zoning By-law 2008-250
Figure 23 identifies the current zoning within East LeBreton Flats under
Zoning By-law 2008-250. Below is a summary of the most relevant
provisions for each zone.
This section of the planning rationale describes the policy framework
governing transit-oriented development in Ottawa generally and the
subject site specifically.
R5- Residential Fifth Density Zone
The Residential Fifth Density Zone designation allows a wide mix of
residential building forms ranging from detached homes to high rise
apartment dwellings as well as limited commercial uses. While the
maximum permitted height varies depending on the particular lot
designated R5, the minimum height is generally eleven metres or three
storeys. The lands designated R5 at the subject site permit a maximum
height of 20 metres. In the R5 zones in the Pimisi Station Area, all
required parking must be completely enclosed within a building.
GM – General Mixed Use Zone
The General Mixed Use Zone allows residential, commercial and
institutional uses in separate or mixed formats. A wide range of nonresidential uses that are compatible with residential uses are permitted
which include hospitals, libraries, restaurants, bars, offices, and banks.
As with the Residential Fifth Density Zone designations in the Pimisi
Station Area, the maximum permitted height varies depending on the
particular property. The lands designated GM at the subject site permit
a maximum height of 40 metres. The minimum building height in the
GM zones in the Study Area are 14 metres or 4 storeys for lots that front
on Booth Street and 11 metre or 3 storeys for all other lots. In the GM
zones in the Study Area there are no maximum densities. Buildings in the
GM zones in the Study Area must be set back 0.5 metres from the street
and must step back between 2.5 to 3.5 metres above the fourth storey
depending on the building’s location.

O1 – Parks and Open Space Zone
The third zoning designation that is relevant to the East LeBreton Flats
TOD Plan is O1, the Parks and Open Space zone. It permits parks, open
spaces, and “related and compatible uses” such as community gardens
and educational spaces. No residential, commercial, or industrial uses
are permitted in O1 zones.
The East Flats proposal requires relief from the height limits imposed
by the current zoning by-law. In recognition of the need to redesignate
lands in proximity to the Confederation Line LRT, the City of Ottawa’s
zoning by-law includes a Transit Oriented Development Zone whose
purpose is to:
• Establish minimum density targets needed to support Light
Rail Transit (LRT) use for lands within Council approved Transit
Oriented Development Plan areas;

There are three TOD subzones. Given the site’s proximity to the
Downtown Core and Pimisi Station, it would be appropriate
to redesignate the subject site as TD3, which permits the most
flexibility with regard to building heights and densities. Rather than
a consistent maximum height of 90m across the site, a range of
maximum heights are proposed, from 80m for two of the buildings
to 95 metres for two others to 140m for the tallest tower. These
limits correspond to the proposed maximum heights in storeys,
allowing for a height of up to 10 metres for commercial and
institutional uses in the lowest two floors of each building podium.
A similar exception to the zoning by-law for the purposes of
permitting additional height was permitted as part of the approval
of the Lees Station Transit Oriented Development Plan which
includes an exception for a 35-storey building and a 45-storey
building.

• Accommodate a wide range of transit-supportive land uses
such as residential, office, commercial, retail, arts and culture,
entertainment, service and institutional uses in compact
pedestrian-oriented built form at medium to high densities;
• Locate higher densities in proximity to LRT stations to create
focal points of activity and promote the use of multiple modes of
transportation; and
• Impose development standards that ensure the development of
attractive urban environments that exhibit high-quality urban
design and that establish priority streets for active use frontages
and streetscaping investment.

Subject Site
Figure 27: Consolidated Zoning By-law 2008-250 Designations
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ALIGNMENT WITH OTTAWA’S CITY-BUILDING OBJECTIVES
This section of the planning rationale describes the how the proposed
concept aligns with, and helps achieve, the City of Ottawa’s broader citybuilding objectives.

Ottawa Transportation Master Plan
The Ottawa Transportation Master Plan (TMP) identifies the transportation
facilities, services and policies that the City of Ottawa will implement
to serve a projected population of 1.14 million people by 2031. It sets
direction for the City’s day-to-day transportation programs and provides a
basis for budget planning that is consistent with the growth management
policies of the City’s Official Plan.
The TMP is implemented through mechanisms such as long-range
financial plans, mid-range implementation plans, annual budgets,
program development, area and corridor transportation studies, design
or practice guidelines, and Community Design Plans. It includes the
Confederation Line LRT. The TMP provides guidance in the preparation
of TOD Plans by setting out “active transportation” polices that support
walking and cycling as desirable modes of travel, not only on the road
network but also on multi-use pathways.
The East Flats proposal supports and helps to implement the
Ottawa Transportation Master Plan by introducing residential
uses within a two-to-five minute walk of Pimisi Station, connected
by Booth Street and multi-use trails. The street and block pattern
introduced in the proposed development completes the network
started by the existing two Claridge Homes developments on the
eastern portion of LeBreton Flats.

Ottawa Infrastructure Master Plan
The Infrastructure Master Plan (IMP) identifies that infrastructure services,
the major public water, wastewater and stormwater expansion projects
required to serve a projected city population of 1.14 million people by
2031. It sets the direction for the City’s day to-day infrastructure programs
that is consistent with the growth management policies of the Official Plan.
The IMP provides guidance in the preparation of TOD Plans ensuring
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provision of adequate services to support estimated levels of development
intensification.
The East Flats proposal respects the Ottawa Infrastructure Master
Plan. A Servicability Report, summarized in Section 6 of this report,
addresses the IMP.

Ottawa Pedestrian Plan
Ottawa’s Pedestrian Plan establishes a vision and policy framework for
pedestrian travel, planning, designing and implementing pedestrian
facilities, and establishing actions and policies for better integrating
pedestrian travel into the transportation system as a viable alternative
transportation mode. The primary goals of the Pedestrian Plan are to:
• Increase the pedestrian modal share across the city;

Ottawa Cycling Plan
The Ottawa Cycling Plan (OCP) is a long-term (20-year) strategy. One
of the key principles of the Cycling Plan is to make Ottawa more cycling
friendly and to ensure that all streets are designed and maintained in such
a way that considers the needs of cyclists along with other road users. The
primary goals of the Ottawa Cycling Plan are summarized as follows:
• To build upon existing cycling initiatives by linking, connecting and
expanding existing cycling facilities in the city;
• To make cycling safer for cyclists of all skill and age levels;
• To triple the annual number of person-trips made by bicycle in the city
from 4,500 (2001) to 12,000 by 2021.
The Cycling Plan supports the City’s TOD Plans by recommending
integration of transit and cycling as complementary modes and by
providing information on existing and planned cycling routes within and
adjacent to the plan areas.
The East Flats proposal extends the city cycling network into
LeBreton Flats and across the historic aqueduct, helping to
accomplish the goals of the Ottawa Cycling Plan.

• Assist in guiding future development in such a way that encourages
creation of a high quality pedestrian environment; and,
• Develop and strengthen the “culture of walking” in Ottawa.
A key objective to realizing these goals is the development of an integrated
network of pedestrian-friendly spaces with primary connection to transit
facilities that integrate into and improve upon the walkability of the
community. The Pedestrian Plan supports the TOD Plans by providing
guidance for pedestrian- supportive planning and design, safety and
accessibility guidelines and direction for safe and convenient pedestrian
crossings. The Pedestrian Plan also provides guidance for pedestriansupportive amenities, wayfinding and pedestrian-scale lighting.

The East Flats proposal will help to achieve the goals of the Ottawa
Pedestrian Plan by extending the existing network of streets, paths,
and multi-use trails at the edges of the East LeBreton Flats into and
through the Flats and connect the Ottawa River waterfront area to
the neighbourhoods south of Albert Street. Furthermore, the East
Flats proposal will significantly improve the pedestrian experience
on Booth Street, introducing active uses and pedestrian amenities
at street level. Additional pedestrian connections will facilitate
movement by foot to and from Pimisi Station.

Figure 28: Proposed Mobility Network
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ALIGNMENT WITH THE NCC’S PLANS
This section describes the how the proposed concept aligns with, and
helps achieve, the National Capital Commission’s (NCC) plans. The
subject site is adjacent to lands controlled by the National Capital
Commission (NCC), and therefore the proposed development must have
regard for the objectives and policies of the NCC’s applicable plans for
the area. Specifically, these plans include the recently adopted Plan for
Canada’s Capital and the 2005 Core Area Sector Plan. The proposal’s
consistency with these plans is set out below.

The Plan for Canada’s Capital
The Plan for Canada’s Capital is a 50 year long-term vision for Ottawa
prepared by the NCC and released in 2017. It focuses on achieving a
balance between conservation of the natural and cultural heritage of the
Capital and growth to accommodate population changes and ensure
economic competitiveness. This plan establishes an overarching vision for
the capital city, and has nine goals under the themes of making Ottawa
inclusive and meaningful; picturesque and natural; and thriving and
connected. As a high density neighbourhood next to Pimisi station, the
proposal supports the goals of:
• Fostering new ways to access and animate the Capital’s shorelines,
waterways and green space networks;
• Supporting a liveable, attractive, resilient, accessible and economically
competitive Capital Region; and
• Promoting sustainable mobility, and support transit-oriented
development in the Capital Region.
Importantly, the redevelopment of LeBreton Flats is identified as a
milestone project, with the NCC’s land to become “the nucleus of a
revitalized district in the Capital”. The proposed East Flats development
will also support the following policy objectives:
• Reduce environmental impacts on nearby watercourses;
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• Encourage more activity at the riverfront by the NCC’s continuing
development of LeBreton Flats;
• To work with the municipalities, transit authorities and community
groups to find ways to balance the modal split of transport in the
Capital and to make walking, cycling, transit and car sharing more
attractive alternatives to the use of private automobiles;
• To collaborate with the municipalities to develop a core area
pedestrian plan to improve the quality and safety of the pedestrian
experience; and
• To promote design excellence of the built fabric and landscape settings
as the foundation of the ongoing beautification of the Capital.

The East Flats proposal is consistent with the Plan for Canada’s
Capital as it will contribute to energizing the western edge of the
downtown core. The proposal will provide density in the immediate
vicinity of planned transit and complement future development on
the NCC’s lands west of Booth Street.

Core Area Sector Plan
The purpose of the Core Area Sector Plan (2005) is to establish a policy
document that governs the planning and development of federal lands
in the Core Area of Ottawa. A set of principles and policies are provided
within the plan to achieve a 20 year vision and ensure that the NCC plays
a leadership role in planning. Fundamental to the plan are the principles
of sustainable development, healthy communities and smart growth.
The proposed East Flats development supports many of the general
policies in the plan, including:
• Support the integration of land use and transportation planning
through increased density and the addition of mixed uses – particularly
residential - to urbanize development and optimize use of existing
municipal services, transportation and transit infrastructure (pp. 32).
• Promote greater integration and connectedness between the Capital
and civic realms, between the Ottawa River and adjacent areas, and
between the Cities of Ottawa and Gatineau, through the introduction
of physical linkages and connections, and of public and mixed land
uses (pp. 32).
• Work with other departments, the two cities and the private sector
to capitalize upon the connectivity, urban design and programming
opportunities in the wesern sector of the Core, encouraging active
public use of the shorelines, increased pedestrian access to the Islands,
enhanced experience and views of the national symbols and national
assets, and, in selective locations, interpretation, infill and development
(pp. 40).
• Support the integration and intensification of land use at strategic
points, favouring mixed use developments, to urbanize development
and to optimize the use of existing municipal services, transportation
and transit infrastructure (pp. 55).

that connections to the west are being improved and this area will play a
significant role in the long-term vibrancy of Ottawa.
Specifically, the plan sets the following aim for the LeBreton Flats site:
“Develop a vibrant mixed-use community that functions as an
independent neighbourhood but is well connected to the Ottawa CBD,
Sparks Street, and the Islands and LeBreton Flats North areas.”
Section 4.8 states, “the development of the LeBreton South community
will be subject to the policies and design guidelines within the 1996
LeBreton Flats Area Plan and to the Official Plan, zoning bylaw and
specific development approvals of the City of Ottawa”. The proposed
development is entirely consistent with the vision articulated in the
policies of Section 4.8, including the following:

The East Flats proposal will directly contribute to the achievement
of the vision set out in the Core Area Sector Plan. The proposal will
ensure the development of an earmarked precinct, implementing a
number of policies to provide new housing; improved public spaces;
increased pedestrian connections; and greater opportunities for
activity and vibrancy. The development of East Flats will preserve
and enhance the existing natural environment, whilst enriching
the character of the locality and contributing to enhancing the
importance of the western edge of downtown Ottawa.

• Ensure the development of a well-designed mixed-use neighbourhood
comprising mid- and high-rise residential development and
commercial and office uses, together with services and amenities, to
support the community, complemented by a generous system of wellconnected public open spaces.
• Ensure that the location, nature and significance of archaeological
resources on the site are known and that all artefacts are conserved
prior to development of the site, in accordance with NCC
Archaeological Resource Management Policies.
• Develop a network of park and open spaces in LeBreton South that
link with adjacent areas.
• Ensure that development of LeBreton South fosters strong pedestrian
connections between the community and the LeBreton Common, the
Canadian War Museum and the Islands.
• Develop a compelling public space along the heritage aqueduct.

In Section 4.8, LeBreton Flats is earmarked under the plan as a major
redevelopment opportunity and is envisaged to be a mixed use precinct
that contributes to restoring and reconnecting the urban fabric of the city.
The plan reinforces a need for enhanced planning of federal lands in the
western downtown core, including the subject site. There is a recognition
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SUPPORTING STUDIES
The following technical studies and reports were completed to support
the application for an Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law
Amendment on the subject site. Summaries of each supporting technical
study are provided below:
Phase One Environmental Site Assessment – Golder Associates
The Phase One Environmental Site Assessment identified several Areas
of Potential Environmental Concern (APEC) from previous land uses
on the subject site including a glass factory, dry cleaning facilities,
and an automotive radiator servicing shop. The APECs require further
investigation in the form of a Phase Two Environmental Site Assessment
to determine the potential for groundwater quality impacts. The Phase
One ESA notes that the Phase Two ESA could be completed at the Site
Plan Application stage in the approvals process given more concrete site
details will be determined as part of that planning and design process.
Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment – Golder Associates
The Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment reveals that there are no
significant geotechnical issues preventing the rezoning and redesignation
of the East Flats site. However, the Assessment notes the following issues
that will need to be addressed at the detailed design stage to enable the
eventual construction of the proposed development:
• Impact assessment with regard to overburden excavations and
shoring;
• Given the subsurface proximity of bedrock on the subject site and
the proximity to the open and closed aqueducts, the report notes
that “significant caution should be exercised in carrying out blasting”
during construction;
• The report recommends that a pre-blast survey, detailed blasting
designs, and a monitoring proposal be required prior to
commencing blasting;
• The report also notes that “drill and blast techniques were
successfully used for the construction of the adjacent
development, which was also constructed in close proximity to the
Fleet Street tunnel and aqueduct;
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• Groundwater inflow should be expected within the excavations. As a
result, one or more larger scale pumping tests should be carried out
at the detailed design stage;
• A Permit To Take Water (PTTW) will also be required from the
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC);
• A hydrogeological study will also be required to support the
groundwater assessment and the application for the PTTW; and
• No negative impacts to the stability of the slope of the adjacent
aqueduct are anticipated.
Transportation Noise & Vibration Feasibility Assessment –
Gradient Wind Engineering Inc.
The Transportation Noise & Vibration Feasibility Assessment indicates
that several noise mitigation measures will be required to be integrated
into the design of the proposed development at the detailed design
stage. No mitigation is required for vibration impacts from the nearby
Confederation Line since vibration levels are below stated criteria. The
mitigation measures recommended include:
• The highest noise levels are anticipated to occur on the west façade
of the 30-storey tower located on the southeast corner of Booth
Street and Fleet Street given its proximity and exposure to Booth
Street. Upgraded building components will be required as per
detailed Sound Transmission Class calculations performed as part of
the detailed design stage / site plan control application; and
• Four of the five proposed towers will required central air conditioning
in order to allow future residents to mitigate noise by closing their
windows while maintaining a comfortable environment.

Pedestrian Level Wind Study – Gradient Wind Engineering Inc.
The Pedestrian Level Wind Study found only localized pedestrian wind
impacts that are easily mitigated. In general, the study finds that “no
area over the study site are found to be uncomfortable or unsafe”. The
following mitigation measures are recommended:
• Doorways should be recessed or protected at certain building
entrances; and
• If sitting areas are proposed for the northwestern quadrant of the
proposed Aqueduct Park, dense coniferous plants or wind barriers
rising at least 2.4 metres should be provided to disrupt winds
channeling through that portion of the park.
LeBreton Flats East - Claridge Phase IV - Serviceability Report –
Novatech
The Serviceability Report assessed the existing and potential influence
of both the proposed development and other proposed and recent
development in the surrounding area on the water infrastructure
which services the proposed development. While the report concludes
that there is adequate sanitary, storm and water services available to
support the proposed development, it notes that certain infrastructure
components such as the Fleet Street Pumping Station may be required to
be improved once the surrounding area intensifies over the next several
decades.
East LeBreton Flats - Transportation Impact Study – Novatech
The Transportation Impact Study was prepared in accordance with the
2006 City of Ottawa Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) Guidelines.
The study indicates that due to the existing design of the roads no
road segment meets the target Pedestrian Level of Service (PLOS) with
the exception of Booth Street south of Albert Street and Lett Street.
Conversely, all segments within the study area, excluding Booth Street
south of Albert Street and Albert Street, meet the Auto Level of Service
(Auto LOS). Finally, the study notes that Sir John A MacDonald Parkway/
Wellington Street, and Booth Street north of Wellington Street and south
of Albert Street do not meet the target Bicycle Level of Servce (BLOS).
Future infrastructure improvements to Booth Street and other study area

roads will improve pedestrian and cycling conditions. With regard to
the potential impact on surrounding residential communities, the study
concludes that such impacts are not anticipated.
not meet the target Bicycle Level of Servce (BLOS). Future infrastructure
improvements to Booth Street and other study area roads will improve
pedestrian and cycling conditions. With regard to the potential impact
on surrounding residential communities, the study concludes that such
impacts are not anticipated.
East LeBreton Flats - Shadow Study - Urban Strategies Inc.
The Shadow Study shows that although shadows will be cast by the
proposed development, late-day shadows on the future park and existing
public open spaces will not be significant. On June 21, the future park
receives limited to no shadowing from the proposed development until
approximately 5 PM. On September 21, the park receives limited to no
shadowing from the proposed development until approximately 4 PM.
On December 21, the park receives no shadowing from the proposed
development during the times tested. Although Pindigen Park does
receive some shadows from the proposed development on September
21 and December 21, there are minimal to no shadows on June 21.
East LeBreton Flats - Views Study - Urban Strategies Inc.
The Views Study confirms that the proposed development falls outside of
the National Capital Commission’s protected views and lies under the
height control plane extrapolated from downtown as described in the
Ottawa Official Plan. The study also shows that the proposed building
heights are consistent with those envisioned across the evolving western
extension of downtown and will contribute to a varied and interesting
skyline.
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APPENDIX

CONCLUSION
LeBreton Flats represents a significant opportunity to create entirely new
urban districts that extend and enrich the fabric of Downtown Ottawa
on land that today is largely vacant and soon will be serviced by the
Confederation LRT Line. While plans are still evolving for the lands
west of Booth Street, Claridge Homes intends to build upon its existing
development on its lands east of Booth Street.
Claridge proposes to complete the East Flats neighbourhood with five
mixed-use buildings, complemented and supported by a significant new
park. The thousands of future residents will support ridership on the LRT
and a range of local shops and services on the ground floors of the
new buildings, which will also benefit residents in the existing and future
surrounding neighbourhoods. The future park over the aqueduct will
celebrate the area’s industrial and natural heritage, provide amenity
space for local residents, connect the East Flats to Pimisi Station, and
contribute to a ring of open spaces around LeBreton Flats, with strong
linkages to the NCC’s network of parks and trails along the Ottawa
River. In order to realize the vision for the East Flats, the following policy
and zoning amendments are required:
• An amendment to the Central Area Secondary Plan within the City’s
Official Plan to expand the area where mixed-use development is
permitted and increase the maximum permitted heights on the site,
as well as to establish urban design guidelines for the site; and
• An amendment to Zoning By-law 2008-250 to apply Transit
Oriented Development (TD) zoning with site-specific height limits
based on the proposed master plan, aligning the site with similar
zoning for other station areas on the Confederation Line.
The propose master plan builds on much recent planning for downtown
and is entirely consistent with City’s policy objectives regarding growth
management, transit-supportive development, mobility, urban design

and high-rise housing. It also supports the objectives of the NCC’s
recent Plan for Canada’s Capital and its Core Area Sector Plan.
More specifically, the proposed development:

In the opinion of the undersigned, the proposed amendments to the
Official Plan and Zoning By-law necessary to implement the East Flats
Master Plan represent good planning and urban design.

The Central Area Secondary Plan is amended as follows:
1. By amending Schedule Q (LeBreton Flats Land Use) to redesignate
the lands bounded by Lloyd Street, Lett Street, Fleet Street, and Aqueduct
Street as “Mixed Use” from “Residential” generally as follows:

• Will help achieve Official Plan objectives related to intensification
within the Central Area, the development of mixed-use and walkable
communities, support for rapid transit, and the celebration of the
city’s heritage;
• Aligns with the Central Area Secondary Plan vision for a vibrant,
dense, and mixed-use community that is supported by parks, open
spaces, and multiuse trails and pathways, and that takes advantage
of rapid transit opportunities;

Draft Official Plan Amendment

Tim Smith, MCIP, RPP

• Is consistent with the principles and priorities of the City of Ottawa’s
Transit Oriented Development Plans, the Downtown Ottawa Urban
Design Strategy, and the Escarpment Area District Plan;
• Respects the Ottawa Transit-Oriented Development Guidelines and
the Ottawa Urban Design Guidelines for High-Rise Buildings;
• Supports the goals of the Ottawa Transportation Master Plan, the
Ottawa Infrastructure Master Plan, the Ottawa Cycling Plan, and the
Ottawa Pedestrian Plan;
• Will enhance the downtown skyline while not impeding key views
of the Parliamentary Precinct or penetrating an extension of the
regulatory height plane over downtown;
• Supports the NCC’s objectives to revitalize LeBreton Flats, encourage
riverfront activity, promote transit-oriented development, encourage
alternatives to the car, and promote design excellence; and
• Will result in no significant technical issues related to the
environment, municipal servicing and transportation.

Redesignate to “Mixed Use”
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2. By adding Map 6 (Maximum Building Heights in the LeBreton Flats
East of Booth Street) as follows and amending Map 4 (LeBreton Flats
Maximum Building Profile and Conceptual Road Pattern) for consistency:
3. By amending Policy 1.11.4.4 Urban Design by deleting Policy
1.11.4.4 (c) (iii) and replacing it with the following:
“up to forty-five storeys along the east side of Booth Street south of
“LeBreton Boulevard”, to accommodate high density development in
proximity to the Pimisi LRT Station on Booth Street”.
4. By amending Policy 1.11.4.4 Urban Design by adding the following
policy as Policy 1.11.4.4 (c) (viii):
“viii. Notwithstanding (iv.) to (vii.) above, building heights within LeBreton
Flats east of Booth Street will not be permitted to exceed the maximum
heights generally shown on Map 6 (Maximum Building Heights in the
LeBreton Flats East of Booth Street)”.
5. By amending Policy 1.11.4.4 Urban Design by adding the following
policy:

“East LeBreton Flats Urban Design Guidelines

1. Vision

2. Land Use and Built Form

Development of the East Flats neighbourhood will support the broader
vision for LeBreton Flats “to create a truly urbane neighbourhood in the
Central Area, one where the needs of daily life are accessible within
a five or ten minute walk.” The emergence of a new neighborhood
on LeBreton Flats will extend the fabric and vitality of the Downtown
and support the Confederation Line. The concept for the East Flats
development envisions a mixed-use district of high-rise and mid-rise
buildings. Podiums of the high-rise buildings will contain commercial
and institutional uses to serve residents, create pedestrian-friendly
streetscapes, particularly on Booth Street, and enliven future open
spaces along the historic aqueduct. The buildings will be supported
by a walkable and connected public realm of streets and open spaces
that are extensions of the existing network of streets, bicycle paths, and
multiuse trails that surround and extend into LeBreton Flats east of Booth
Street. The new community will be complemented by a new park to be
developed by the City adjacent to and over the historic aqueduct which
will connect the neighbourhood to Pimisi LRT Station and existing and
future destinations to the south with paths for walking and cycling. It
will also provide an additional green space amenity for residents, over
time becoming part of a ring of open spaces around LeBreton Flats,
connecting to the Ottawa River Pathway and Capital Pathway.

2.1 Active ground-floor uses will be required on the building frontages
facing Booth Street, Fleet Street, and the future park along the aqueduct.
Active ground-floor uses will be permitted on Lloyd Street.

The guidelines below are intended to enable the East Flats to grow into
a mixed-use and mixed-income community that is supported by services
and amenities, discourages automobile use, and encourages active
and rapid forms of transportation. Reflecting its context as a transitoriented extension of Ottawa’s Downtown Core, the East Flats will be a
community of tall and mid-rise buildings with population densities that
optimize the LRT, support downtown vibrancy and help the City achieve
its intensification objectives. The built form guidelines are intended to
ensure that building podiums frame and address streets and open space
and that tower elements support a comfortable and inviting public realm
and enhance the city’s skyline.

The following guidelines apply to the lands known municipally as 301
Lett Street, 324 Lett Street, and 133 Booth Street, identified on Map X.

2.2 All buildings will be built close to the property line to consistently
frame streets and open spaces. Setbacks will generally be between 0.5
and 3 metres and generally consistent along each street. Setbacks may
be greater than 3 metres along Booth Street for enhanced streetscaping.
2.3 Building entrances will be located in accessible and visible locations
oriented to the street.
2.4 The ground floor of all buildings will be designed to incorporate
active uses and transparent glazing to create visual interest and support
an active public realm. The floor-to-floor height of the first floor at street
level will generally be a minimum of 4.5 metres. Canopies and other
architectural details will be used to help define the first floor and provide
weather protection.

3.2 Trails and pathways through the park will be well-lit and universally
accessible for the safety and comfort of all users.
3.3 The park’s design will celebrate the historic aqueduct, bridges,
and Fleet Street Pumping Station through restoration, lighting, signage,
interpretive elements, and other strategies.
3.4 The use of a diversity of native plant materials in the park will be
encouraged.
4. Streetscapes
4.1 The east side of Booth Street will be designed with a sidewalk area wide
enough to support a row of street trees, public seating, and other landscaping
elements in the public right-of-way.
4.2 The streets internal to the neighbourhood (Lloyd, Lett, and Fleet Streets)
will prioritize the safety and comfort of pedestrians and cyclists and will be
planted with street trees on both sides with sufficient soil volumes to support their
longterm health and vitality.

2.6 Towers will be stepped back from the podium level to mitigate their
micro-climatic and visual impact.

4.3 Lloyd Street, Lett Street and Fleet Street generally will be designed as local
streets with two vehicular lanes, parking on one side and a pedestrian zone
on each side with a minimum width of 4.5, including street trees. The street
adjacent to the park, connecting Lloyd and Lett Streets, will have two vehicular
lanes, and may or may not have parking on one side.

2.7 Towers will generally be restricted to a maximum floorplate of 800
square metres to maintain sky views and reduce the perceived massing
of the buildings.

4.4 Signage and other wayfinding elements will be installed in the East Flats to
facilitate pedestrian and cyclist access to Pimisi Station and other destinations in
the area.

3. Open Space

4.5 The use of a diversity of native species in the planting of street trees and
other landscaping will be encouraged.

2.5 Tall buildings will take a tower-and-podium form. The podium
component will be between two and six storeys.

3.1 The new park along the aqueduct will accommodate multi-use
pathways and trails including a direct multi-use path linking Lett Street to
Pimisi Station, but will otherwise be designed as a mostly passive green
space for residents and visitors to gather.

Map 6: Maximum Building Heights in the LeBreton Flats East of Booth Street
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5. Access, Parking and Loading
5.1 Residential parking will generally be located underground. Parking for
commercial and institutional uses may be located above grade behind other
uses. During the phasing of development, temporary surface parking lots may be
permitted.
5.2 Pick-up and drop-off locations will generally be located close to primary
building entrances on the street or internal to developments where appropriate.
5.3 Loading and servicing areas will be located within building podiums or
undergound, with access generally located on Lloyd Street or Lett Street.
5.4 Residential and commercial parking provided for any individual building will
be permitted to be consolidated and co-located beneath any building in order to
provide parking access to those buildings without vehicular access. 5.2 Pick-up
and drop-off locations will generally be located close to primary building entrances
on the street or internal to developments where appropriate.
5.3 Loading and servicing areas will be located within building podiums or
undergound, with access generally located on Lloyd Street or Lett Street.

TD3 H(80)

TD3 H(95)
TD3 H(95)

5.4 Residential and commercial parking provided for any individual building will
be permitted to be consolidated and co-located beneath any building in order to
provide parking access to those buildings without vehicular access.

Draft Zoning By-law Amendment
Consolidated Zoning By-law 2008-250 is proposed to be amended by
redesignating the majority of the subject site to the TD - Transit Oriented
Development Zone as per the following diagram. The proposed permitted
maximum heights in metres are shown beside the suffix “H” on the below
map as per Table 195 (g) (ii) in the Consolidate Zoning By-law 2008-250.

TD3 H(140)

TD3 H(80)

In addition, Consolidated Zoning By-law 2008-250 is proposed to be
amended to permit the consolidation and co-location of required parking
for any individual building beneath any other building in the proposed
development.
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